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Abstract

We have investigated the formation and kinematics of submillimeter (submm) continuum cores in the Orion A
molecular cloud. A comparison between submm continuum and near-infrared extinction shows a continuum core
detection threshold of AV∼5–10 mag. The threshold is similar to the star formation extinction threshold of
AV∼7 mag proposed by recent work, suggesting a universal star formation extinction threshold among clouds
within 500 pc to the Sun. A comparison between the Orion A cloud and a massive infrared dark cloud G28.37
+0.07 indicates that Orion A produces more dense gas within the extinction range 15 magAV60 mag. Using
data from the CARMA-NRO Orion Survey, we find that dense cores in the integral-shaped filament (ISF) show
subsonic core-to-envelope velocity dispersion that is significantly less than the local envelope line dispersion,
similar to what has been found in nearby clouds. Dynamical analysis indicates that the cores are bound to the ISF.
An oscillatory core-to-envelope motion is detected along the ISF. Its origin is to be further explored.

Key words: dust, extinction – ISM: clouds – ISM: kinematics and dynamics – stars: formation – stars: kinematics
and dynamics – stars: protostars

1. Introduction

It is generally accepted that stars form in gravitationally bound
dense cores within molecular clouds. Understanding the forma-
tion and evolution of cores is therefore crucial to the study of star
formation (SF). For example, observations (e.g., Heiderman et al.
2010; Lada et al. 2010) and theory (e.g., McKee 1989) imply that
the onset of the SF process occurs at the transition between the
cloud photodissociation region and self-shielded regions, where
the cloud extinction is at least AV∼7 mag. It seems reasonable to
expect a similar extinction threshold for core formation (CF).
Other outstanding problems in SF concern the efficiency of the
overall process (Kennicutt & Evans 2012), and the effect of core
kinematics on the dynamics of emerging clusters.

At a distance of 400 pc, the Orion A cloud provides an
opportunity to investigate the early formation of cores in detail.
In particular, Orion A enables a study of the effects of feedback
from new young massive stars on their birth environment.
Here, we combine newly acquired 12CO(1–0), 13CO(1–0), and

C18O(1–0) molecular line data cubes of extended regions on
the Orion A cloud from the CARMA-NRO Orion Survey
(Kong et al. 2018a, hereafter K18) with a variety of
complementary surveys at other wavelengths to address these
issues. The new high dynamic range images recover spatial
scales from ∼8″ (0.015 pc) to ∼2°.5 (18 pc).
As noted above, it would be useful to compare the extinction

thresholds between SF and CF. Millimeter continuum observa-
tions of the Ophiuchus and Perseus molecular clouds show
evidence of a CF threshold at AV∼5–9 mag (Johnstone et al.
2004; Enoch et al. 2006; Kirk et al. 2006; Young et al. 2006);
however, see Clark & Glover (2014) for a critical discussion.
The Orion A cloud can be a unique test of the extinction
threshold of CF because, unlike the other nearby clouds
mentioned above, it has strong feedback from young massive
stars. It is important to show if the CF threshold varies in
drastically different environments.
Above the extinction threshold, the SF efficiency is of order

10% (Heiderman et al. 2010; Lada et al. 2010). This means that
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SF is still limited even when the cloud extinction is above the
so-called threshold. This has long been known as a challenge in
SF (Kennicutt & Evans 2012). In our context, it is interesting to
see whether the low efficiency is already evident in the
formation of cores. Unlike the observations of SF efficiency
where one counts young stellar objects (YSOs), and may miss
many of those which may have left their birthplace, the star-
forming cores are still embedded in the host cloud and maintain
the primordial information of the CF/SF. This allows a more
thorough examination of the dependence of the SF efficiency
on the natal environment.

Core kinematics bring another type of insights to our
understanding of CF. In particular, core-to-core kinematics,
potentially shaped by the host cloud, may have a notable impact
on the dynamics of the forthcoming star cluster. With our newly
acquired molecular line data from the CARMA-NRO Orion
Survey (K18), we are able to investigate the core kinematics in
great detail. Throughout the paper, we follow K18 and use a
distance to Orion A of 400 pc (see Brown et al. 2018; Kounkel
et al. 2018, for the latest discussions). In the following, we
introduce our data collection in Section 2, and our results and
analysis in Section 3. Finally, we present the discussion and
conclusions in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. Data Collection

2.1. CARMA-NRO Orion Data

In this paper, we use the molecular line data from the
CARMA-NRO Orion Survey (see K18 for more details). The
survey produced cubes for 12CO(1–0), 13CO(1–0), and
C18O(1–0). We combined single-dish data from the Nobeyama
45m telescope and interferometer data from the Combined Array
for Research in Millimeter Astronomy (CARMA), producing
spectral maps that recover spatial scales from ∼8″ (0.015 pc) to
∼2°.5 (18 pc). The velocity resolution is 0.25 km s−1 for
12CO(1–0) and 0.11 km s−1 for 13CO(1–0) and C18O(1–0).

2.2. Near-infrared Extinction Map

We use the near-infrared (NIR) extinction map of Orion A
recently published by Meingast et al. (2018; hereafter Meingast18)

to probe the cloud’s dust column density distribution at a
resolution of 1′ (or 2400 au), and a pixel scale of 30″ (see
Figure 1). For our study, we mask the vicinity of the Orion
Kleinmann–Low (KL) region to avoid underestimated extinctions.
We convert the map from AK to AV by multiplying by a factor of
8.93 (Rieke & Lebofsky 1985). In the following, the extinction
map is masked to have the same coverage as the continuum image.

2.3. Submm Continuum Image and Core Catalog

We obtain the 850 μm continuum image from Lane et al.
(2016; hereafter Lane16) for our study. The image was acquired
as part of the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) Gould
Belt Survey (Ward-Thompson et al. 2007; Salji et al. 2015;
Mairs et al. 2016). The 850 μm map has a resolution of 14 6
(∼0.03 pc). Below we investigate the relation between
continuum detection and cloud column density traced by
the Meingast18 extinction map. First, we compare the
continuum core catalog defined by Lane16 (the Getsources
catalog) with the Meingast18 extinction map.21 Second, we
carry out a pixel-by-pixel comparison between the Lane16
submillimeter (submm) continuum image and the Meingast18
extinction map without defining “cores.” Before the second
comparison, we convolve the dust continuum image with a
Gaussian kernel to have a final spatial resolution of 1′ and re-
grid it to the Meingast18 extinction map. The smoothed image
has an rms noise of σ850= 10 mJy per 1′ beam.
Lane16 used an automask data reduction technique for the

continuum image. This is a reduction strategy wherein
astronomical flux (as opposed to atmospheric flux or noise) is
identified automatically in the map-making procedure based on a
pixel signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and the results of iteratively
calculated noise models. For further details on the data reduction,
see Chapin et al. (2013), Mairs et al. (2015), and Lane16. As a
result, sources with sizes between 2 5 and 7 5 (0.3 pc and 0.9 pc
at a distance of 400 pc) do not have robust flux measurements.
Sources smaller than 2 5 likely have robust flux measurements.
Based on the work in Mairs et al. (2015), Lane16 indicated that
strong, compact sources are well recovered, while faint, diffuse

Figure 1. Gray scale: Meingast18 K-band extinction map. Yellow contours: Lane16 850 μm continuum image smoothed to 1′ resolution. The contour level is
Σmm=0.044 g cm−2 (see Section 3.2). Blue contours: Meingast18 K-band extinction equivalent to AV=20 mag. Cyan contours: Lane16 Getsources cores. White
contour: Lane16 map coverage. Green polygon: The definition of ISF in Figure 10 (see Section 3.4). The red dashed ellipse shows the region that is masked for the
detection probability study. The 1′ beam size is shown at the lower-left corner. The vertical dashed line splits the cloud into two regions with different level of
feedback from massive stars. See Section 3.2.

21 One caveat is that the cores were defined with 14 6 resolution while the
extinction map resolution is 1′.
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sources suffer more from flux loss. Since the goal is to target
cores that are more centrally concentrated, i.e., more likely to
develop protostars, we consider that the submm continuum image
satisfactorily represents the emerging cores in Orion A.

2.4. GAS Ammonia Core Catalog

We have obtained the NH3 data from the Green Bank
Ammonia Survey (GAS; Friesen et al. 2017; Kirk et al. 2017,
hereafter Kirk17), which is publicly available athttps://
dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/GAS_DR1. Kirk17 selected
a sample of cores from the larger sample of Lane16 based on
the detection of NH3 (observed with the Green Bank Telescope
in the GAS survey, see Friesen et al. 2017) and studied their
physical properties. In total, 237 continuum cores, most of
them in the integral-shaped filament (ISF), were included in
their study. Kirk17 performed hyperfine line fitting to the NH3

inversion lines and estimated the NH3 core velocity vNH3 and
the kinetic temperature based on the ammonia emission. The
GAS survey resolution is 32″, larger than some of the submm
cores in Lane16. Kirk17 (see their Section 3.2) have argued that
the NH3 traces the dense cores reasonably well. In this paper,
we adopt the assumption that the dense core line-of-sight
velocity is traced by the Kirk17 NH3 line fitting result.

3. Results and Analyses

3.1. Submm Continuum Detection

Figure 2(a) shows the continuum detection probability in
Orion A. First, we investigate how likely the Lane16 cores are
detected at a given AV. We make AV bins every 2 mag. In each
bin, the detection probability of the cores mPc,850 m is defined as
the number of pixels that contain cores (Nc) divided by the
number of total pixels in the extinction bin Ntot, i.e.,

( )=mP N N . 1cc,850 m tot

The error is estimated as

[ ( ) ] ( )s = -m mP P N1 . 2P c,850 m c,850 m tot
0.5

This estimation gives zero error when mPc,850 m is 0 or 1 (see
discussions in Kong et al. 2018b). Figure 2(b) zooms in to
1 mag<AV<15 mag, with a bin size of 1 mag.

Figure 2(a) shows that the detection probability of the Lane16
continuum cores remains at 0 for AV�5 mag. At AV>5 mag,
the probability increases monotonically until AV∼20 mag, after
which it has a shallower slope. In panel (b), the core detection
(histogram) shows an increase after AV∼7 mag. Following
Mairs et al. 2016 (their Figure 7), we make a cumulative
distribution function (CDF) for the cloud and core extinction,
shown in panel (c). The core CDF remains approximately flat
until a turnover at AV∼9 mag. Based on these, we assign a value
to the core detection threshold in the range AV∼5–10 mag. This
is consistent with findings in Ophiuchus (9 mag; Young et al.
2006) and Perseus (5 mag; Enoch et al. 2006). As a massive star-
forming cloud, Orion A does not show a significantly different
extinction threshold of CF compared to other lower-mass clouds.
Moreover, these results are also consistent with Goldsmith et al.
(2008), Lada et al. (2010), and Heiderman et al. (2010) who
investigated the SF extinction threshold using YSOs. The
similarity between the CF threshold and the SF threshold is not
unexpected since stars form in dense cores. These comparisons
potentially suggest a universal SF extinction threshold of
AV=5−10 mag in the clouds within 500 pc of the Sun.

It is also important to study continuum detections that are not
identified as cores. They may be the precursors of cores as they
become centrally peaked during fragmentation. We show in

Figure 2. Continuum detection probability for Orion A. (a) The black histogram
shows the core detection probability as a function of AV. The color points are pixel
detection probability functions. The continuum detection thresholds are indicated
in the top-left legends. The vertical dashed line indicates the potential break. The
bin size is 2 mag in AV. (b) Same as panel (a), but zoomed in for 1<AV<15
mag. The bin size is 1 mag, compared to 2 mag for panel (a). (c) Cumulative
distribution of extinction for the cloud (blue) and the cores (red). For each AV, the
distribution is the fraction of pixels/cores with extinction greater than AV.
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Figures 2(a) and (b) the pixel-based 850 μm detection
probability function (DPF). The pixel detection probability is
the ratio between the number of extinction pixels that contain
850 μm dust emission detection and the number of total pixels
within each extinction bin. Three continuum detection thresh-
olds are applied, namely, S/N�3 (red); S/N�5 (green);
S/N�10 (blue). The “detected” pixels defined this way may
include noisy spikes in the image. Using a higher threshold can
reduce a false detection at the expense of missing real emission.

As expected, the pixel-based continuum detection prob-
ability is larger than the core-based probability, since the cores
are defined with a subset of detected pixels (Lane16). In fact, a
notable number of the detected continuum pixels are not
included in the cores defined by Lane16 Getsources catalog. As
described in their Appendix A.1.1, Lane16 set a threshold
S/N= 7 for core detection. Further, they smoothed the 850 μm
image and removed sources that did not appear significant,
along with those rejected by the Getsources method. As a
result, the number of “reliable” cores was reduced from 1178 to
919 (Lane16 final catalog). Figure 2 of Lane16 shows that only
a fraction of the emission was grouped into cores.

As shown in Figures 2(a) and (b), the DPF rises from 0 to
close to 1 from AV=0 mag to AV∼50 mag. At a given
extinction, only a fraction of the pixels are detected in
continuum emission, caused by a combination of low
temperature, spatial filtering effect, and/or opacity variation.
At submm and mm wavelengths, the flux density is
approximately proportional to the column density and the
temperature. The line-of-sight column temperature may have a
major impact on the detection above a given threshold. The
cores are likely heated by contraction and/or an embedded
protostar (see also discussions in Kong et al. 2018b). Spatial
filtering of large spatial structures helps in picking out centrally
peaked dense cores. Meanwhile, the extinction traces the total
column density. Therefore, we argue that the continuum
detection pinpoints the forming dense cores embedded in the
extinction column density.

The DPF thus shows that only a fraction of the cloud is
forming stars at a given time, consistent with the theoretical
expectation in, e.g., Krumholz & McKee (2005). An interesting
feature in Figure 2(a) is the apparent break at AV∼20 mag
(vertical dashed line). For the DPF with S/N�10, a linear
regression for 10AV  20 mag gives a slope of 0.024
(±0.001), while the slope for 20AV  30 mag is 0.012
(±0.001). Interestingly, AV=20 mag is also where the core
detection slope becomes shallower. For reference, Figure 1 shows
the regions with AV=20 mag with blue contours. It remains to
be seen if the 20 mag break is detected in other clouds.

The total mass of the Lane16 cores is ∼1400 Me. We
follow Lane16’s Equation (1) for the mass calculation. This
was also adopted by Kirk17. Note this number has been scaled
down by a factor of 0.8 compared to the Lane16 and Kirk17
core mass because we use 400 pc as the cloud distance while
they used 450 pc. The total cloud mass converted from
the Meingast18 extinction map is ∼36,000 Me within
the Lane16 mapped area. The Lane16 core mass fraction is
therefore ∼4.0% of the mass estimated from the extinction
map. If we include all Lane16 submm continuum flux above an
S/N of 5, the mass fraction increases to ∼14%.22

3.2. Comparison with IRDC G28.37+0.07

To investigate the dense gas emergence in different environ-
ments, we compare the Orion A DPF with the DPF from the
infrared dark cloud (IRDC) G28.37+0.07 (hereafter G28). Kong
et al. (2018b) studied the DPF in IRDC G28 with ALMA 1.3 mm
continuum data. Although the DPF in Orion A is derived with
850 μm continuum, the comparison is still meaningful once we
apply the same physical threshold. For comparison, the physical
resolution is 0.05 pc in the IRDC G28 study (Kong et al. 2018b).
The maximum detectable scale was 0.5 pc. In IRDC G28,
assuming a temperature of 15 K and volume density of 105 cm−3,
the Jeans length is ∼0.1 pc. We also smooth the G28 data to a
resolution of 0.12 pc, in order to match the linear resolution of the
IRDC data with that of the Orion A study. The fiducial 1.3 mm
continuum detection threshold in mass surface density was set to
Σmm=0.044 g cm−2 in Kong et al. (2018b). To match this

Figure 3. (a) Continuum pixel detection probability for Orion A (blue) and
IRDC G28 (black). The red points are from smoothed G28 data that matches
the physical resolution of the Orion A data. The cyan points are the same as the
blue ones except that we use 20 K to calculate the detection flux threshold. See
Section 3.2. (b) Continuum pixel detection probability for two sub-regions in
Orion A (divided at l=210°, indicated by the vertical dashed line in Figure 1).

22 The 15 K assumption for the dust temperature around Orion KL is probably
an underestimate, which results in an overestimate of the mass fraction.
Excluding the KL region, we find a mass fraction of ∼4.0%.
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number in Orion A, we compute the mass surface density
following Equation (1) in Lane16 and adopting the same
assumptions of dust temperature and opacity. The threshold is
shown as the yellow contours in Figure 1.

Figure 3(a) shows the comparison of DPFs between Orion A
and IRDC G28. We use the same bin size of 0.02 g cm−2 for
both clouds, following Kong et al. (2018b). Note that this
number is converted from extinction (hereafter denoted Σex),
which is different from the submm continuum detection
threshold (also in g cm−2, but from emission). The highest
extinction traced by the Meingast18 map is about 0.3 g cm−2.
Recently, Stutz (2018) used Herschel far-infrared and APEX
870 μm data to derive a column density map in Orion A. The
highest surface density reaches ∼3 g cm−2 in the Orion KL
region. The NIR extinction does not work well in this region.
However, the number of pixels in this region only accounts for
∼0.1% of the Lane16 coverage. We ignore these pixels by
removing them from the comparison (red dashed ellipse in
Figure 1).

As shown in Figure 3(a), the Orion A cloud shows more
continuum detection of dense gas with Σmm�0.044 g cm−2

than IRDC G28. The difference appears within 0.08Σex
0.28 g cm−2. For this we followed Lane16 and Kirk17 and
assumed a dust temperature of 15 K. Kong et al. (2018b)
assumed 20K for their dust continuum emission because they
argued that the cores were mostly protostellar. For consistency,
we also calculate a new DPF assuming a dust temperature of
20 K in Orion A (cyan dots in Figure 3(a)). A higher dust
temperature requires a higher continuum flux to reach the same
mass surface density threshold of 0.044 g cm−2, therefore
the cyan detection probability becomes lower. Nonetheless,
the Orion A DPF is still higher than the G28 DPF within 0.08
Σex0.28 g cm−2. A two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS)
test gives a KS statistic of 0.8 with a p-value of 0.0012, meaning
the null hypothesis that the two samples are drawn from the
same distribution can be rejected at a significance level below
1% (confidence over 99%).

The main source of uncertainty is likely the temperature
assumption. For a given mass, a higher dust temperature
indicates a higher continuum flux. Therefore, we need to set a
higher flux threshold for the same mass threshold. This gives
rise to lower detection probability, which is illustrated by the
blue and cyan points in Figure 3(a). Lane16 pointed out that the

high dust temperature from Herschel results (Lombardi et al.
2014) likely trace the dust in lower density regions along the
line of sight and thus underestimate the core mass. In Figure 4,
we show the Kirk17 NH3 kinetic temperature map. Again, the
yellow contours show the regions with a continuum surface
density equal to or greater than 0.044 g cm−2. The regions
enclosed by the yellow contours in Figure 3 are dominated by
temperatures below 20 K.
The effect of spatial filtering may be important when

comparing the DPF in both clouds. Both the ALMA data and
the JCMT data filter out emission from structures at large
spatial scales. Therefore, the continuum emission in both maps
detect relatively compact structures, that presumably trace the
dense gas intimately involved in the CF process. In the JCMT
850 μm image, structures larger than 2 5(0.3 pc) are not
robustly recovered. In the ALMA 1.3 mm image, the maximum
sensible scale is 12″ (0.3 pc, which is 0.6 times the maximum
scale that corresponds to the shortest baseline, see Kong et al.
2018b). Therefore, we argue that both DPFs are tracing similar
dense structures, and Orion A is more capable of forming dense
gas/cores than the IRDC G28.
One significant difference between G28 and Orion A is that

the former is likely forming the very first generation of stars in
the mapped region. In particular, the area studied by Kong et al.
(2018b) is mostly dark up to 70 μm. As opposed to Orion A,
there is no feedback (radiation, spherical wind/bubble) from
massive stars in IRDC G28, although massive stars may
eventually form there (Zhang et al. 2015; Kong et al. 2018c).
To test if the high DPF in Orion A is related to feedback, we

split the Orion A map in two, indicated by the vertical dashed
line along l=210° in Figure 1. The region on the east side
(l>210°) is less influenced by feedback from the Trapezium
cluster compared to the region on the west side (l<210°,
Bally 2008). As shown in Figure 3(b), the high submm
continuum detection probability in Orion A is dominated by the
l<210° subregion, suggesting that strong feedback may
indeed result in higher values in the DPF for the same cloud
extinction (see Section 4.1).

3.3. Core-to-envelope Velocity

We investigate the relative motion between the dense cores
traced by NH3 (Section 2.4) and the ambient cloud traced by
CO isotopologues (Section 2.1). Similar studies include

Figure 4. Kirk17 NH3 gas kinetic temperature map. The color bar ranges linearly from 5 to 30 K. The yellow contours and the red ellipse are the same as in Figure 1.
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Walsh et al. (2004) and Kirk et al. (2010). We first convolve
the CARMA-NRO cubes to 32″ angular resolution to match the
GAS data. Then, for each core we extract a spectrum averaged
over the 32″ circular area centered on the Kirk17 core position.
We fit a Gaussian to the spectra in order to derive the bulk gas
velocity component (1D) along the line of sight, with the
optically thin assumption. In fact, we have shown in K18 that
more than 99% of the 13CO pixels have τ<1 (see their
Section 5.2). The maximum core optical depth for the
13CO(1–0) line is 1.12 and 98% of the cores have optical
depth <1.

Figure 5 shows the spectra of core number 5 in the Kirk17
sample. We show the spectra of 12CO(1–0), 13CO(1–0), and
C18O(1–0) in black. In order to perform the Gaussian fit, we
visually identify the number of Gaussian components for each
spectrum and provide the initial guess for amplitude, centroid
velocity, and velocity dispersion for each spectrum. Then, we
use the scipy.optimize.curve_fit function from the
python package Scipy to perform single-/multi-Gaussian
fitting to 13CO and C18O spectra. If there is only one
component, we take the centroid velocity vGauss as the envelope
velocity. If more than one velocity component is identified, we
take the one that is nearest to vNH3 as the envelope velocity,23

similar to the study by Kirk et al. (2007, see their discussions in
Section5 and Figure6).
Core 5 (Figure 5) shows one Gaussian component in 13CO

and C18O spectra. However, a significant fraction of the cores
show complex velocity features. In Figure 6, we show another
example, core 41. This core has roughly three velocity
components in the 12CO(1–0) line and two components in
13CO(1–0) and C18O(1–0). vNH3 of this core does not
corresponds to any of the carbon monoxide line components.
Based on our visual identification, 100 out of the 237 cores
from Kirk17 show multiple velocity components in either the
13CO or the C18O spectrum (or both). 12CO spectra typically
show more complex profiles.
To estimate possible systematic difference between the dense

core velocity vNH3 and the envelope gas velocity, we calculate
for each core the 1D core-to-envelope velocity ºv vce NH3

–vGauss using the 13CO(1–0) and C18O(1–0) line Gaussian
fitting results. In the top panels of Figure 7, we show the
distributions of vce(

13CO) and vce(C
18O) (black bins), respec-

tively. The bin size is 0.1 km s−1. We then fit a Gaussian to
the vce distribution. We can see the 1D core-to-envelope
Gaussian dispersion σce is 0.20±0.01 km s−1 for C18O and
0.30±0.01 km s−1 for 13CO. We also apply the maximum
likelihood method (using scipy.stats.norm.fit) to
estimate σce, which gives σce(

13CO)=0.33 km s−1 and
σce(C

18O)=0.25 km s−1 (removing the outlier beyond
2 km s−1; if not, σce=0.30 km s−1).
We investigate the effect of varying envelope sizes by

extracting envelope spectra from a number of circular regions
centered on the core but with different radii. For this purpose
we use the original CARMA-NRO Orion Survey data cubes
(i.e., before smoothing to 32″ resolution). At each core
location, we extract 13CO and C18O spectra from circular
regions with diameters 8″, 16″, 32″, 64″, and 128″, i.e., factors
of 2 increase from the beam size (8″ corresponds to a physical

Figure 5. 12CO(1–0) (top), 13CO(1–0) (middle), and C18O(1–0) (bottom)
spectra for core 5 in Kirk17. The baselines are shown as the black horizontal
dashed lines. The blue vertical dashed lines indicate vNH3. The green curves
show the Gaussian fit to the spectra (only for 13CO and C18O), with the green
vertical dashed lines showing the centroid velocities vGauss.

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5, but for core 41. The green dashed line shows the
centroid velocity vGauss of the Gaussian component that is closest to vNH3. The
green dotted curves show the fitting to each Gaussian component.

23 This could introduce a bias toward a small difference between core and
envelope velocity. However, we argue that this is unlikely. Assuming the
intensity ratio NH3/

13CO is proportional to the abundance of NH3, a large
difference between the velocity centroids of NH3 and 13CO would result in
relatively high NH3 abundance because the peak of the NH3 component would
be coincident with the 13CO line wing. Moreover, we select cores with only
one CO velocity component and derive the core-to-envelope velocity
dispersion, σce, and obtain σce(

13CO)=0.28 km s−1 and σce(C
18O)=

0.17 km s−1. This is very similar to the values obtained using the entire
sample of cores, hence we believe that including multi-component spectra does
not produce any bias in our results.
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scale of 0.015 pc). The respective fitting results of the core-to-
envelope dispersion for 13CO are 0.29 km s−1, 0.30 km s−1,
0.30 km s−1, 0.34 km s−1, and 0.39 km s−1; for C18O they
are 0.26 km s−1, 0.25 km s−1, 0.25 km s−1, 0.26 km s−1, and
0.32 km s−1. As we compare the core velocity to that of the
envelopes averaged over a larger area, the velocity dispersion
becomes slightly higher.

In the top panels of Figure 7 we indicate the sound
speed, calculated using a gas temperature of 18K (following
AppendixA1 in Orkisz et al. 2017), by the vertical dotted lines.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of core gas kinetic temperatures
derived from NH3 data (Kirk17). The mean temperatures are
18.3 and 17.8 K, respectively, while the minimum and
maximum temperatures are 11.3 and 29.3 K, respectively. We
adopt 18 K as the representative temperature for the sound speed
calculation (which results in a value of 0.31 km s−1). For C18O,
the sound speed is at 1.55σce, which from the Gaussian fitting to

vce(C
18O) would imply that about 88% of the cores have relative

motion slower than the local sound speed (note that from the
data, the actual fraction of cores with vce(C

18O)<0.31 km s−1

is 78%.) For 13CO, the sound speed is at 1.0σce. Based on the
Gaussian fitting, this implies that 68% of the cores have relative
motion slower than the local sound speed (the actual fraction
of cores with vce(

13CO)<0.31 km s−1 is 66%). Note that
the velocity dispersion and sound speed discussed here are both
1D quantities.
Figure 9 shows the distribution of line velocity dispersions

for13CO(1–0) and C18O(1–0) (black bins). Again, we indicate
the sound speed as the vertical dotted line. The figure shows
that the majority of cores are located in regions where the
carbon monoxide gas line dispersion is supersonic. Therefore,
the core-to-envelope velocity dispersion σce is significantly
smaller than the local line width. In the bottom panels of
Figure 7, we show the core-to-envelope velocities on top of the

Figure 7. Left: The top panel shows histograms of core-to-envelope velocity differences vce(
13CO). The black histogram shows the distribution for the entire Kirk17

core sample. The black dashed curve shows the Gaussian fit to the black histogram. The blue histogram and dashed curve correspond to the cores with YSO; the
yellow without YSO. The dispersion values obtained from Gaussian fits to the histograms are shown in the upper left corner. The vertical dotted lines show the sound
speed. The bottom panel shows the gray background showing the PV-diagram along the orange curve in Figure 10. The zero offset is the big red dot on the orange
curve between Orion Molecular Core-1 (OMC-1) and ONC. Positive offset is toward the north (OMC-2/3 direction). Note that 21′ corresponds to ∼2.5 pc at 400 pc.
At each offset, the PV-diagram zero velocity is defined at the intensity peak. The gray contour denotes the half maximum at each offset. The yellow dots denote the
starless cores and the blue dots denote the cores with YSO. The offset (y-axis) is along the ISF spine (orange curve). The empty red circles are offset bins every 6′.
Their vce values are averaged within the bins. Right: Same as left, but for vce(C

18O).
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PV-diagram along the ISF ridge defined in K18 and Figure 10.
As can be seen, for the vast majority of cores, the core-to-
envelope velocities vce(

13CO) and vce(C
18O) are predominantly

smaller than the velocity FWHM at the position of the core
(shown as gray contours in Figure 7), confirming the results
from the Gaussian fittings. Through a study of the kinematics in
the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC), Tobin et al. (2009) showed
that the stars and 13CO gas are kinematically tied, consistent
with our results for dense cores.

We made separate histograms of σce for cores with and
without YSOs in order to investigate whether there is a
difference between pre- and protostellar cores as a result of
evolution. The YSO-core assignment is given by Lane16,
where they checked against catalogs from Megeath et al. (2012;
Spitzer observation) and Stutz et al. (2013; Herschel observa-
tion). In Figure 7, we show vce distribution for protostellar
cores as blue histograms; starless cores are shown as yellow
histograms. The vce dispersions between the two populations
are different by 10%. The vce centroid for the starless cores is
0.03±0.02 km s−1 in the 13CO fitting; for the protostellar
cores it is 0.13±0.02 km s−1. In the C18O fitting, the vce
centroid for the starless cores is 0.04±0.01 km s−1; for the
protostellar cores it is 0.08±0.01 km s−1. The cores with
YSOs tend to have an excess of positive core-to-envelope
velocities. However, note the limited number of cores with
associated YSOs (see the blue dots in Figure 7).

3.4. Filament and Core Dynamics

We reanalyze the filament virial status in the context of the
model by Fiege & Pudritz (2000). In this model, the virial
velocity for an unmagnetized filamentary cloud is related to the
mass per unit length ml by

( )s =
Gm

2
, 3l

vir

where G is the gravitational constant.
Fiege & Pudritz (2000) used the Orion A 13CO data with a

resolution of 1 7 from Bally et al. (1987) to derive a value of
ml=355 Me pc−1 for the ISF. We use the extinction map

(Meingast et al. 2018) to estimate the ISF mass. Figure 10
shows our definition of the filamentary region. We define the
entire ISF filament region to roughly cover the Kirk17 core
sample (green dashed polygon). The total mass of the filament
is ∼3835 Me and the total length is ∼12 pc. The length is
derived from a visually defined curve that follows the ridge line
of the ISF (originally defined in Figure 5 of K18, but extended
to the eastern end of the filament). The recent GAIA data show
that the ISF is likely parallel to the plane of the sky (Großschedl
et al. 2018), although with a few parsec variation (Stutz et al.
2018). Hence, we do not correct the length of the filament due
to inclination effects. The ISF ml we derive is 320 Me pc−1, a
factor of 0.90 smaller than Fiege & Pudritz (2000). This falls in
the ml range (125–800 Me pc−1) estimated by Stutz & Gould
(2016, see their Figure5). Our estimated virial velocity for an
unmagnetized filament is σvir∼0.83 km s−1.
Recall from Section 3.3 that the core-to-envelope velocity

dispersion σce for 13CO and C18O is 0.30 and 0.20 km s−1,
respectively. Applying a factor of 3 , the 3D dispersion for
13CO is 0.52 km s−1 and for C18O is 0.35 km s−1. Both numbers
are smaller than the σvir in the unmagnetized scenario, indicating
that the cores are bound to the ISF filament. In the presence of
magnetic fields, σvir depends on both the poloidal field in the
filament and the helical field that wraps the filament. More
robust measurements of the field strength are needed (note the
recent progress by Pattle et al. 2017; Tahani et al. 2018).
Note that the ISF has an overall velocity gradient and the

core kinematics follow the trend. To illustrate this, we make
position–velocity (PV) diagrams along the ISF for 13CO and

Figure 8. Histogram of core kinetic temperature derived from NH3 inversion
lines. The data are taken from Kirk17. The vertical dashed line shows the
median temperature (18 K) used to compute the sound speed.

Figure 9. Histograms showing the distribution of the line dispersion in the
13CO (top panel) and C18O (bottom panel) spectra from cores. The black
histograms show the distribution of dispersion values obtained from Gaussian
fits to the spectra, while the blue histograms show the distribution of values
obtained from the second moment of the spectra. The vertical dotted line shows
the sound speed calculated at 18 K.
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C18O, shown in Figure 11. The PV cut follows the orange
curve from Figure 10. The offsets in Figure 11 are labeled as
the red numbers in Figure 10. We also overplot the cores on the
PV-diagram. As one can see, the ISF shows a wave-like
velocity structure (see K18 Figures 20–22; also see Stutz &
Gould 2016) and the cores closely follow the ISF kinematics.
The overall velocity distribution of the ISF results in a super-
virial core-to-core velocity dispersion of 2.92 km s−1, which is
different from what was seen in Perseus (sub-virial core-to-core
dispersion, Kirk et al. 2010; Foster et al. 2015). While the final
fraction of gas in Orion A and Perseus that is deposited into
stars (SF efficiency) is unclear, the forthcoming star cluster in
Orion A is less likely to be bound compared to the cluster in
Perseus. This emphasizes the importance of the initial condition
for star cluster formation.

4. Discussion

4.1. Comparing Core Formation Capability between Orion A
and IRDC G28

Within the range 0.08Σex0.28 g cm−2, Orion A
appears to be more capable of forming dense cores than G28
(Figure 3). In Section 3.2 we suggested that this could be
caused by SF feedback in Orion A, although we did not
indicate the main feedback mechanism that could be respon-
sible for this. Outflows are unlikely the source for the
difference between Orion A and G28, as both clouds have
widespread outflows (Davis et al. 2009; Bally et al. 2017; Kong
et al. 2019). The main difference likely comes from the
presence of massive star feedback in Orion A (the region of
G28 studied in Kong et al. 2019 is not impacted by massive
stars). In Figure 4 we have shown that the dense gas in Orion A
is not significantly heated, thus the heating from ionizing
photons is not likely dominating the difference between these
two clouds. We suggest that pressure from the expanding H II

region (Pabst et al. 2019), which possibly compresses the cloud
and generates more dense gas, may be responsible for the
higher incidence of dense cores in Orion A. Feddersen et al.
(2018) reported expanding shells and bubbles in Orion A,
which may also be important in generating dense gas. Our
results emphasize the important role of stellar feedback in SF.

4.2. ISF Core Group Dynamics

The subsonic core-to-envelope kinematic feature we detect
in Orion A is seen in other nearby star-forming clouds (i.e.,
Taurus, Perseus, Ophiuchus; see Walsh et al. 2004; Kirk et al.
2007, 2010; Foster et al. 2015), although the Orion A cloud is
quite different from these clouds in terms of active massive SF
and destructive feedback. These suggest that dense molecular
cores remain tied to their host clouds during their formation
regardless of the environment.
The kinematics of cores can be useful in testing SF theories.

For instance, in the competitive accretion model (Bonnell et al.
2001; Smith et al. 2009), protostars and the host cloud globally
collapse toward the cloud’s gravitational potential minimum.
As shown by Bonnell et al. (2001), protostars compete for the
gas through tidal accretion and the relative velocity between a
protostar and the surrounding gas is subsonic throughout the
global collapse. However, it is to be clarified how the cores
seen in observations are linked to the structures seen in the
simulations. For instance, detailed radiative transfer modeling
may be necessary to show if the tidal sphere in simulations
corresponds to the dense cores in observation. On the other
hand, the fact that dense cores have low core-to-envelope
velocity dispersion is a fundamental prediction of the “colliding
flow” model in Padoan et al. (2001). Cores do not move freely
in the envelope because they form in the post-shock gas at the
intersection of colliding flows (i.e., in regions where the flow
velocity stagnates, as it is dissipated in shocks).

Figure 10. Cores on the ISF in Orion A. The gray scale background image shows the extinction map from Meingast et al. (2018). The blue circles mark the position of
the Kirk17 cores. The green dashed contour shows the filament defined for estimating ml in Section 3.4. The orange curve defines the PV cut following Figure 5
of K18, but extending further to cover the entire core sample in the east. The red dots along the curve indicate 3′ segments. The red numbers show the offsets in
Figure 11.
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4.3. The Dynamical Status of the ISF

The work by Tobin et al. (2009) has shown the similarity in
the kinematics between the stars and 13CO gas in the ISF.
Subsequently, Hacar et al. (2016), Stutz & Gould (2016), and
Getman et al. (2019) explored the kinematic link between
YSOs and the cloud gas in Orion A. Together with our
findings, these results suggest that SF is ongoing in the ISF and
that the low velocity dispersion in the protostars relative to their
local gas probably originates from the low core-to-envelope
velocity reported here. However, the explanation of the origin
and the future of the ISF remains unclear, and various
hypotheses have been proposed.

Tobin et al. (2009) argued that the ISF cloud and stars are
undergoing a global collapse toward the ONC. The basis for
their argument was the observed velocity gradient along the
decl. direction. The gas kinematics and the radial velocity of
the young stars show a change toward redshifted velocities
in the OMC-2/3 regions north of the ONC (their Figure3),
while the southern ISF shows an approximately flat velocity
distribution. Tobin et al. (2009) thus argued that the ISF is
collapsing toward the ONC, with the OMC-2/3 regions located
on the near side but having redshifted velocities.

With a higher resolution (30″) N2H
+ data, Hacar et al.

(2017) revisited the topic. They also argued that the ISF is
undergoing gravitational collapse toward the ONC. However,
their picture supports a collapse from the far side. The basis for
their argument is the blueshifted velocity gradients in both the
north and south of the cluster (see their Figure1(c)) combined
with the inference that the ONC must be on the near side of the
ISF. Note that the collapse scale in Hacar et al. (2017) is
smaller than that discussed in Tobin et al. (2009).
Recent analyses with APOGEE and Gaia surveys have

shown that the ONC is slowly expanding (Kounkel et al. 2018;
Kuhn et al. 2019), raising the question of whether gas is falling
into the ONC. However, it is possible if the ISF collapsing
direction is toward OMC-1 (the densest gas region in the ISF),
as Getman et al. (2019) have recently suggested that the stars in
the OMC-1 region are undergoing gravitational contraction. On
the other hand, Getman et al. (2019) showed that OMC-4/5 are
not moving toward OMC-1. This raises the question of whether
the ONC/OMC-1 region is the gravitational focus. Meanwhile,
it is possible that the global collapse is strongly impacted by the
intense feedback in the area, resulting in a very complex
environment.

Figure 11. Position–velocity (PV) diagrams along the ISF using the 13CO (top) and C18O (bottom) data. The PV cut is defined as the orange curve along the ISF spine
with a width of 3′ (Figure 10). The zero-offset position is the large red dot between OMC-1 and ONC in Figure 10. The positive offset is toward the west direction
(OMC-2/3). Note that 21′ corresponds to ∼2.5 pc at 400 pc. The blue dots show the Kirk17 cores. The velocity is different from Figure 7 bottom panels where the
zero velocity is the gas intensity peak.
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Alternatively, Stutz & Gould (2016) and Stutz (2018)
proposed the “slingshot mechanism” for the formation of stars
in ISF of Orion A. They emphasized the wave-like geometry of
the ISF and postulated that the filament has an oscillatory
motion. In this scenario, cores move with the filament and the
newly formed stars are ejected from the oscillating filament
once they are massive enough to decouple from the dense gas.
The model addressed the wave-like spatial and kinematic
morphology of the ISF and provided another explanation of the
high velocity of newly formed stars. Recently, Stutz et al.
(2018) used Gaia data to suggest that the ISF filament is a
standing wave.

With our newly acquired CARMA-NRO Orion gas data, but
making the PV-diagram along the ISF (instead of decl., see
Figure 10), we detect more complicated kinematic features
(Figure 11). The cloud shows a “wave-like” feature (more so in
the north with positive offsets in Figure 11 than in the south).
Such kinematics present a challenge in terms of simply
explaining the ISF with a global collapse toward ONC.
Moreover, the northern part shows an oscillatory feature at
scales of ∼3′. All these results suggest rather complex cloud
kinematics and more information is needed to understand the
origin and evolution of the ISF.

We notice something interesting from the core-to-envelope PV
diagrams in Figure 7. In the bottom panels, we bin the core-to-
envelope velocities along the ISF. Each empty red circle
represents the average core-to-envelope velocity within a 6′ bin.
Along the ISF, the distribution of the red circles is again
oscillatory. Note that this is not the wave-like structure of the
filament gas. As shown in the figures, the cores are redshifted
relative to the gas in the OMC-2/3 regions (positive offsets),
while in the southern region (negative offsets) the cores are
blueshifted relative to the gas. The origin of the core motion is
unclear, and this is the first time they are detected. It is not clear
why one should expect an oscillatory motion in velocities between
the core and the gas, but it does remind us of the slingshot
mechanism because of the “wave.” The expanding bubble from
the Trapezium Cluster may push away low-density envelopes
(Pabst et al. 2019), resulting in an apparent shift of the core-to-
envelope velocity. However, this scenario would require the
impact of the feedback at very high extinctions and far away from
the location of massive stars along the entire ISF (see discussions
in Großschedl et al. 2018), as the cores are deeply embedded.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we studied submm continuum CF and
kinematics in the Orion A molecular cloud. Various sources
of publicly available and proprietary data were combined with
our CARMA-NRO Orion Survey data for the study. Below we
list our major conclusions.

1. We have compared 850 μm continuum core detections
(Lane et al. 2016) with NIR extinction (Meingast et al.
2018). We find a detection threshold of AV≈5–10 mag
for the cores within the decl. range of (−9°.5, −4°.5).
Together with previous findings in Ophiuchus and
Perseus, we suggest a universal CF extinction threshold
of AV∼5–10 mag for clouds within 500 pc from the
Sun. This threshold also appears to be consistent with the
SF extinction threshold suggested by Goldsmith et al.
(2008), Lada et al. (2010), and Heiderman et al. (2010).

The total 850 μm core mass is about 4% of the mass of
the entire Orion A cloud.

2. A pixel-by-pixel comparison between the submm con-
tinuum and the NIR extinction shows a steady increase in
the continuum detection probability for AV between ∼5
and 20 mag, and a potential turning point at AV∼20 mag
where the slope in the relation decreases. This turning
point is also seen in continuum core detection.

3. We have compared the pixel-based continuum detection
in Orion A with the IRDC G28.37+0.07. Within the
cloud extinction range of 15 magAV60 mag, Orion
A shows more dust continuum emission detection,
suggesting Orion A has been able to form more dense gas
(Σmm0.044 g cm−2). Our study shows that the feed-
back from high-mass stars in Orion A, possibly
expanding H II regions, is a potential cause of the
difference between these two clouds. The continuum
DPF can be useful in showing the differences in CF
between clouds.

4. We have investigated the dense core kinematics within
the Orion A ISF. In particular, we compare the velocities
of the dense cores (traced by NH3) with the velocity of
their surrounding lower density envelope (traced by 13CO
and C18O). We find that the 1D dispersions in the
distribution of the core-to-envelope velocity are 0.20 and
0.30 km s−1, when using C18O and 13CO to trace the
envelope, respectively. These are comparable to the
sound speed of the dense gas and smaller than the local
line dispersion in the 13CO(1–0) and C18O(1–0) spectra.
This is consistent with previous findings in Perseus,
suggesting that the dense molecular cores are kinemati-
cally tied to their parent cloud, independent of the cloud
environment. However, compared to Perseus, the ISF
core-to-core velocity dispersion is super-virial, largely
due to the overall velocity gradient in the ISF. This
difference may impact the dynamics of the forthcoming
cluster in the future, which emphasizes the importance of
initial cloud conditions for star cluster formation.

5. The cloud gas velocity and the core-to-envelope velocity
both show wave-like features in PV diagrams, although
the two are conceptually different. Their relation to the
overall dynamical picture of the ISF is to be determined,
but see Stutz (2018) for recent work addressing the wave-
like signature in the ISF. The kinematic difference
between the dense cores and the cloud presented in this
work remains to be theoretically addressed.
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